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Big Picture 
�  Platform: iOS / iPad 

�  Language: Xcode 

�  Genre: Indie Platformer 

�  Release: 10 Dec 2011 

�  High Concept: Control an arctic spirit through the 
white wasteland, collecting the fallen shards of  the 
Aurora Borealis and returning them to the sky. 



Design Goals 
�  Create an ephemeral, experimental game that 

evokes the enchanting uncertainty and wonder of  a 
dream. 

�  Emotions: 
�  Curiosity – what is this world? Drive to explore. 
�  Solace – I am alone. The world is dying. 
�  Wonder – the stars are flickering, the water lapping. 

�  Smallness – I am a tiny piece of  a cosmic world. 



The Story 
The light has fallen out of  the sky, into the snowy 

desert of  arctic dunes and deep blue dark of  oceans. 



The Story 
You are the eternal guardian, the tireless wanderer, 

the only living thing in the wasteland. 



The Story 
Seek the scattered remnants of  the broken borealis, 

calling into the wind and waiting for echoes.  

 



The Story 
The shards have forgotten their power and purpose; 

awaken them, resonate with them. 

 



The Story 
Song ignites the shards of  shattered aspiration, each 

unlocked by a melancholic melody. 

 



The Story 
The final journey is to the stars, advancing up the 
mountain, onto the clouds, disappearing into the 

storm, if  you were ever really there at all. 

 



Mechanics Breakdown 
�  Explore the World 

�  Find Shards 

�  Activate Shards 

�  Collect Shards 

�  Restore the Aurora 



Explore the World 
�  Shards of  the aurora borealis are hidden 

throughout a snowy 2D platformer environment. 

�  Tapping or holding to the left or right of  the polar 
bear will make it move in that direction.  
�  Tap: Polar bear will move to location tapped (if  

possible) 
�  Hold: Polar bear will move towards the player’s finger. 

�  When swimming, the polar bear will move towards 
the player’s finger, regardless of  direction. 

�  Tapping the polar bear on land will make it jump.  



Finding Shards 
�  Holding your finger on the polar bear will make it 

cry out into the wind, and the wind will respond 
with a ripple in the direction of  the nearest shard. 

�  This ripple grows fainter the closer you are to the 
shard, adding a ‘hide & seek’ or hidden object 
element to the game. 

�  Clicking a shard will make it spark. It can now be 
activated. 



Activating Shards 
�  Each shard has its own specific resonant frequency; to 

activate it, players need to create and maintain a 
specific tone.  

�  Circling your finger on the polar bear will cause it to 
‘sing’. This will be a dynamically generated sine wave. 

�  The faster you circle, the higher the tone.  

�  The shard vibrates faster as you approach its tone, and 
will glow when you sustain it.  

�  After [3] seconds, the shard sparkles and is activated. 



Collecting Shards 
�  Once a shard is activated, it will pulse a series of  

notes. For instance: E, F, B, A 

�  You must use the tones from the shards you’ve 
already collected to repeat the sequence.  

�  Draw lines between your shards, connecting them 
in the appropriate order, to echo the melody. 

�  Successfully connecting the right shards will make 
the active shard sparkle, and it joins your flock. 



Restoring the Aurora 
�  After all shards are collected, things get a bit trippy. 

�  An enormous, mountainous dune appears, up which the 
player must move. The snow storms increase, obscuring 
the player. When the player lands at the top of  the 
mountain, they must transcend into the clouds.  

�  The flock of  the aurora composes itself, drifting farther 
away from the bear and into the sky.  

�  [Ending 1]: At the end, a final gust of  snow chases after 
the bear, and after it dissipates, nothing remains. 

�  [Alternative]: You can fly. Re-use swim mechanics 
without an “in-water” check. Over time, opacity of  pbear 
fades out into nothing. 



Aesthetics Breakdown 
Aesthetics are a major part of  the desired feel and will 
contribute substantially to development cost: 

�  Snow Storms 

�  Completed Aurora Borealis 

�  Fluid Simulation on Shore 

�  Flocking Shards 

�  Twinkling Stars/Snow 

�  Pseudo Lightwaves Underwater 

�  Particles when walking through snow (puffs) 


